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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Faculty Minutes

1961-62

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
December 4, 1961

TO:

All Members of the Faculty

FROM:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

SUBJECT:

December Faculty Meeting

The regular monthly meet ing of the Faculty will be held on Tuesday, December 12th,
in Mitchell Hall 101, at 4:00 p.m.
The agenda will inc:~de the following items:
1.

Nominations by the Policy Committee to fill standing committee
vacancies -- Professor Hill.

2.

Annual Report of the Athletic Council -- Professor Daub .

3.

Final reminder concerning nominations for honorary degrees
Dean Northrop for the Graduate Committee.

4. Proposed revision of the curriculum in Architectu~e
for the College of Fine Arts.

Dean Adams

(Statement attached.)

5. Proposed addition of a minor in Dance -- Dean Adams. (Statement
attached.)

6. Proposed revision of requirements for the major in Russian
Studies -- Dean Trowbridge for the ~allege of Arts and Sciences .
(Statement attached.)

7. Proposed addition of a combined major in Economics and Philosophy -Dean Trowbridge.

(Statement attached.)

8. Recommendation regarding continuance of the bachelor's degree program in Medical Technology -- Dean Trowbridge .

9.

(Statement attached.)

Proposal for a major in R·ecreation leading to a Master of Arts
degree -- Dean ~!orthrop . (Statement attached.)
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Faculty Meeting
December 12, 1961
(Summarized Minutes)
The December 12, 1961, meeting of the University Faculty was called to order by
President Popejoy at 4:05 p.m., with a quorum present.
Professor Hill, for the Policy Committee, recommended that Professors Potter and
Strahlem be appointed to the Graduate Committee to replace Professors Kolodner
and Welch, respectively. This recommendation was approved.
Professor Daub, chairman of the Athletic Council, presented the Council's annual
report on (a) waiver of the "c" rule for athletes, and (b) awards and ell\'loyment
made available to athletes.
Dean Northrop, chairman of the Graduate Committee, said that December 15th was
the deadline for t rie submission of nominations for honorary degrees.
Dean Adams, for the College of Fine Arts, proposed a major change in the Architecture curriculum through the elimination of all studio courses from the freshman
year and the institution, in their stead, of two courses in architecture and art
appreciation and general electives in social sciences and humanities. It was
explained that the purpose of the change is to provide a structure in which all
architecture students will have had one year of college work before entering the
professional courses. This change was approved by the Faculty.
1?1-so upon the recommendation of Dean Adams, the Faculty approved a minor in Dance
in the Department of Music, reflecting the recent transfer of advanced courses in
Dance from the College of Education to the Music Department.
Dean Trowbridge, for the College of Arts and Sciences, proposed a change in the
requirements for the major in Russian Studies. This change was approved by the
Faculty.
Also as recommended by Dean Trowbridge, a new combined major in Economics anl
Philosophy was approved by the Faculty.
On June 5, 1961, the Faculty was informed that the Lovelace Clinic was no longer
able to sponsor the clinical part of the B.S. degree program in medical technology.
Accordingly the faculty approved at that time a proposal that students "who have
been clearly following the curriculum in medical technology be permitted to do
the year's practicum in any hospital in the United States approved for traininf; in
medical technology." As recommended by Dean Trowbridge, for the College of Arts
a~d Sciences, and by thE.i Curricula Committee, the Faculty approved the program
without limitation t o students now enrolled in it; that is, the program is to be
kept in being, and new students will be admitted.
Dean Northrop, for the Graduate Committee, presented a proposal for a major in
Recreation, leading to a Master of Arts degree. After considerable discussion,
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the Faculty approved the proposal subject to the incorporation of an amendment
regarding prerequisites . As amended, the prerequisites ar~ as follows:
1.

An undergraduate degree in Recreation; or an undergraduate degree
in Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, subject to evaluation
by the Department.

2.

At least 50 hours (semester) in the Arts and Sciences area including:
a.
b.

3.

Social Science (including Sociology and Government) -- 20 hours
Psychology -- 9 hours

Fine Arts -- 12 hours

A memorial minute for Leslie Spier, Professor Emeritus of Anthropology and editor of
the Southweste:::'".1. Journal of Anthropology, was read by Professor Hill, chairman
of the De:1=:::trt ment of-Anthropology. The Faculty adopted this memorial minute and
directed that a copy be sent to Mrs . Spier.
The meeting adjourned at 5: 40 p . m.

John N. Durrie, Secretary

,·

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
December 12, ~961
The December 12, ~961, meeting of the University Faculty was called to order by President Popejoy at 4:0S" o'clock
p .m. with a quorum present .
PRESIDENT POPEJOY The meeting will come to order .
We will proceed with the agenda . We wil i call on Professor
Hill of the folicy Committee ~o make the firsc report .
ffloff;SSOR...

AHL. . L Since 1.1he last 1.eet ing, there have been two
resignations from the Graduate Committee, and the Policy Commlt~ee has reviewed the individuals who were interested in the
Graduate Committee and have selected Dr . Potter and Dr .
Stranlem to fill these vacancies . These have been approved
and I move that they be approved by the general faculty .

Replacements on
Standing
Commit t ee s

fp_offSSOR..

SEIDLER

~

Second .

rOPEJOY Are you ready to vote? Ail in favor indicate by saying "Aye ." (Membership responds . ) Opposed? (No
response . ) Motion carried .
We will now have the annual report of the Athletic
Council .
PROFESSOR DAUB This report covers the academic year
1960-61 and consists of two parts: (a) actions taken oy the
Athletic Council on waivers of the "C" rule as recommended by
the Dean of Men for athletes engaging in intercollegiate competition, and (b) information to the Faculty on awards and employment made availaole to athletes at this institution .

Annual
Report of
Athleti c
Council

(a) Waivers of the "c" Rule for atl}_letes . During
Waiver of
the academic year -.!.960-61 thirteen students competed as I'1emoers "C" Rule
of University varsl ty athletic teams in intercollegiate cor..pe- for Athlet es
tition through waiver of the C'~ ru~e. These student athletes
are listed in this report along with their sport, grade point
average (G?A) at tne University at the time of the waiver,
prooationary status if any, and present standing in the University .

(
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TABLE I
Probation

e ~ort)

trry Jasper (FB)
lUl Duke ( FB)
l liam Pendleton (FB)
, n Pierson ( FB)
ert Ruiz (FB)
ert Starr (FB)
vhur Wintheiser ( FB)
ncis Grant (BB)
odore Brooks (W)
ert Bone (Sw)
1 n Edmondson (Tr)
dy Lanier (Tr)
Batie (Tr)
ad Wasson (BB)d
Jnothy Wagner (BB)d

(27/25)
(.L8/15)
(77/75)
(16/15)
(23/20)
(90/88)
(33/30)
(28/27)
( 70/68)
( 55/48)
(38/34)
(105/99)
(13/12)
(16/15)
(13/12)

0. 925
0 . 833c
0 . 974
0 . 934c
0 . 870
0 . 978
0. 9 0
0 . 964
0 . 972
0. 873
0 . 894
0 . 943
0 . 923
0 . 934
0 . 923

No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No

(F . A.)
(Ed . )

(A&S)
(Ed . )

(Ed . )

Present Standll}K~
Good (U . ); ~-777 GPA
Good (Ed . )j 2 . 065 GPA
Susp.(F . A.), 1 . 793 GPA
Good (Ed . ); 1.810 GA
Good (U.); 2 . 060 G~A
Susp . (A&S), 0.950 (3 . 0)
Good (Ed.); 1.950 GfA
Good (Ed . );2 . 113 GPA
Good (A&S); 2 . ~oo GPA
Prob . (Ed . ); 1 . 880 GPA
Good (U . ) 2 . 000 GPA
Proo . (Ed . ); 1.716 GPA
Good (U . ); 2 . 480 GPA
Good (U . ), 2 . 14 GPA
Good (U.), 1.686 GPA

Footnotes: (a) At time waiver was granted .
(b) Grade point averages shown are based on new 4 . 0
system unless otherwise indicated. Present
college indicated in parenthesis .
(c) Junior College transfer .
(d) Freshman basketball, Semester II .
This list in its entirety will be placed in the Faculty minutes of this meeting; however, in my oral report I
Will summarize its contents for you . Of these thirteen student athletes, five were on probation in their res ective co leges at the time the waiver was gr anted and of these five,
two have been suspended, two are in good standing in their
re s pective colleges and one is on continued probation . Of the
total umber of thirteen, nine are presently in good standing
in their respective colleges, two have been suspended and two
are on probation . In addition to these varsity cases, two
freshmen basketba 1 players were allowed to complete their
season which ran into the second semester a1though they had
not earned an overall "C" during their first semester .
( o) Summary of Gratuitous Aid and Er lo ment . The Gratui tous
following is a summary of information supp ied oy vhe Student Aid and
Affairs Division covering employment and grant-in-aid expendi .Employment
tures on student athletes listing all recipients for the 196of~~et es
61 academic year .
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On-Campus emploJment of student athletes amounted to
$13,875 for a total of 129 athletes or an average of$ 07 . 50
per student athlete so employed.
With respect to athletlc scholarships or grants-in-aid, there
were ::.90 atr1letes on Campus . receiving such aid totaling
$125,440 . 00 including grants for tuition, room and board .
This averages $660 . 00 per student athlete so aided .
In addition to the foregoing, training table charges
of$ 4,624.44 and cost of books for loan to student athletes
amounting to 6,535.14 should a l so be included in this report.
PO EJOY
DAUB
for questio s .

Do you wish to make a motion on this?

We never have before .

OPEJOY

We have always asked

Are there any questions?

PROFESSOR MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT On the trip to the Aviation Bowl, what is the University's policy on these post-season
games and who makes the final decision as to whether the football tea is going to the post-season game?
POPEJOY I elieve the invitation to the Bowl was
cleared with the Faculty's Athletic Committee, with the appropriate athletic official .
MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT
season games?

Is there any general rule on post-

OPEJOY There is no faculty rule at the present
Post-Season
time in regard to Bowl games. I believe that it might be pro- Games;
bably appropriate for the Faculty to know at this time that
West ern
the rules which are being contemplated by the new Athletic Con-Athletic
f
.
.
I Conference
erence, called the Western Athletic Conference, are in 11 ne,
believe, rather c~osely with our own pro ationary ru~es in this
University . In other words, the Conference will have a qualitative rule for eligibility as ~ell as one which has a quantitative requirement for participation, and under these circumstances there will be a great deal of siml~arity within the
ru es we have as an institution and the Con cz:y-~c.e. ru es which
are being adopted . I am hoping for this kind of rule . I am

I
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hoping that the Conference rule will be sufficient y high on a
qualitative basis to make it possiole for the University to
live with this kind of rule rather than having ~wo sets of
rules for participation . These standards are now in the rules
which have been gone over by the President of the University,
of the institution .
There was a question about expenditures on that Bowl
trip . I am only answering that in a general way . The receipts amounted to $18,000 . The expenditures amounted to
<1>9,000 for the trip .
MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT This $9,000 which is left over,
where does it go, into a scholarship?
POPEJOY In the Athletic Association fund, to cut
down the amount of deficit thac the program had .
Any questions?
Now, the third item on the agenda is the final reminder concerning nominations for honorary degrees .
~~~~~
i

NORTHROP The absolute final deadli e for
these nominations is 5:00 o'clock p . m. Friday, December 5.
The graduate office will then be busy Monday torning with
duplicating all of this 1IBterial . We are anxious to ut it
in the hands of the Graduate Committee before the Christmas
recess starts so that they cans end the Christmas recess
digesting it for the meeting of the Graduate Committee on
January 4th, the first day of school after the recess .
POPEJOY

Nominations
for
Honorary
Degrees

Thank you, Dr . Northrop .

We will now have the report from the College of
Fine Arts .
DEAN ADAMS The College of Fine Arts has had a reRevision of
cent growth in enrollment at a rate so ewhat fas er than that Architecture
of the University as a whole and this growth in enrollment has Curriculum
shown up in the departments of Architecture and Arts. The dePartment of architecture, in facing this roble, was looking
fo: a solution to the problem of carrying the increase in load
Which would work not only in these terms but might also bring

'
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about an educational improvement .Ln its curriculum. It has
come ~P with a revision in this five-year program whic removes from the f eshn,an year the studio courses i Design .
These are rather expensive courses to teach and it has a so
been past experience that somewhere arou d half oft e students in ~he course are not present for the sophomore year .
As a result of this, it was felt ~hat it would be quite wise
to remove these courses from the freshman .rogram and to reconstitute the curriculun so that the freshman year consists
argely of electives in Humanities, Social Sciences, Eng~lsh
I and II and two courses in Architecture and Art A recia ion
and also Mathematics so that the student who goes into he
Designing course, which will now start in the so homore year,
wou~d have already had thls background . This reco endation
invo~ves some minor changes but the tota five-year progr m
remains about the same in over-all balance . These changes
have been discussed with Mr . Huber and have ueen approved y
the Col.Lege of Fine Arts and the Graduate Committee and I ove
it be adopted in the new curricu~um .
DEAN CLOUGH

Second .

POPEJOY Any questions? All in favor o the e0 ~mendat.:.on of the Co ... lege of Fie Arts indicate by sayinb "Aye ."
(Membership responds . ) Opposed? (No response . )
1

The motion was carried .
The next natter on the agenda is a pro osal for a
1,,inop in Dance in the Department of Music ,
ADAMS Last year the advanced and inter ediate
courses in Dance were, oy agreement of vhe Col ege of Educa ion
and Fine Arts, moved from the Co.i.lege of Education -o the Department of Music . The basis of this change was a desire of'
the College to formalize a minor in Dance . This minor wi 1
consist of twenty hours, eight of which wi-1 be a cour~e i~
Dance , nlne in courses in Music, and three in an elective in
Drama, for a tota of a twenty-hour mi or .
I move for the approval of this new minor .
PROFESSOR HEIMERICH

Second .

PROFESSOR REEVE What kind of Dance is lnvo ved here?
I Would like to ask the Faculty what kind of dance is involved

Minor in
Dance in
Department
of Music
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here .
,ss

AD.AMS Mi=a. Waters has been on the Faculty, I elieve, since about · 1or d War II and has been teaching courses
in contemporary dance in the Co lege of Education for a eriod of aoout twelve or thirteen years . The courses have not
been changed . They're just as they have Deen and on~y the
content is different, thereof, than what you are fami iar with.
REEVE I'm very , .uch in sympathy w "Gh teaching of
modern dance, but I wasn't sure whether this transfer from one
co ege to another involved the teaching of such thi gs as the
Mexican Hat Dance or coloaia folk dancing . Is that a part of
the Da.ce program?
ADA.lfS I may have to refer that question to Dean
Travelstead . The on~y courses which were moved to the Col ege
of Fine Arts and the only courses which are involved in this
.
minor
are the courses in contemporary dance by Mm.. Waters .
The other courses -- if the other courses are of1ered -- they
are not a part of this minor .

·~

POPEJOY
responds . )

Any ot er questions?

All in favor indicate b~ saying"Aye . " (Me11bersh·p
Opposed? (No response . ) rhe "Aye s " have. it .
1

Item Number 6.
DEAN TROWBRIDGE A major in Russian .Studies was approved t,1e past year y the College Facu .... ty and afterwards by
the University Faculty out in the College it was requested tha~
a commitcee be a pointed to review the requirements as approved
and report to the College Faculty this fa • . Professor Hoyt
of the Department of Government was chairman of thats ecial
committee a,.JJointed by Dean Wynn . The Committee reported to
the College Faculty on November 2 st ad sugges ed certain requirements, certai. changes i the requ·rements for the ma ·or .
These are summarized in the sheet here fo 1 1owlng the sheet up
on Which Dean Adams has just been talklng . We have the present requirements -- these are the ones a.) roved last year -and. then the proposed requireme ts . The reaso. th sis su mitted to the Universlty Faculty as we~ l as the Col ege
lty is that there is a net change of nine ho rs, ~· ,........._Q,,7tip~

Revisi on
of Requirement s f or
Major in
Russi an
Studies

(.

a reduction of nine hours in the total requirement.
You will see that under Economics, Ge ci'graphy, and Government, under the present requirements, it stands as 2 hours.
In the revised, or proposed, requirement, it is 2 hours . A so,
under additional requirements at the botton. of the page, underlined, there are two courses in Geography that have bee added
and one course in Government, not previously listed, has also
been added. This revision has oeen approved uy the College Facul~y and I mo e its adoption by the General Faculty.

~

1il.al?ee!. ±.:e

J

HOYT Second. I want to ca_l your attention to the
fact that Government 14 has been changed si ce this was drawn
up and it's now numbered Government 53 . There is no other
change . In the last line at the bottom of the page, Government
14 - that figure 141 should be 53.
POPEJOY

Does that meet with your approva~?

TROWBRIDGE
POPEJ OY

Yes; I second it .

Do you have other questions or corrections?

A.... l in favor indicate by saying "Aye." (Membership
responds . ) Opposed? (No response . ) Carried.
TROWBRIDGE There is a new combined or inter-departnenta::i:in Economics and Philosophy . The requirements for it
are listed on this sheet . I might just say that this follows
a pattern already exemplified in a combined, ajor in English
and Philosophy which has oeen offered for several years . This
now extends that kind of principle to a new program in Economics and Philosophy. The major is one which does not require
a minor . That is, it's a 45-hour major and no minor in addition is required, and the courses are being equally divided
between Economics and Philosophy, with one new course, Economics-Philosophy 19J by which it is intended to bridge the new
field . I move adoption of the new major .
ma ·

PROFESSOR ALEXANDER

Second .

MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT I would like to know what lead to
Economics and Philosophy, what considerations were there, what
is the connection between the two?
TRUWBRIDGE
:related fields .

The connect~ng link is that they are ln

Combined
Major in
Economics
and
Philosophy
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PROFESSOR WOLLMAN The subject matter is close e ough
to warrant this kind of combination . There are different directions that either Philosophy or Economics could take that
would move them in divergent fields but the other compatibility
of the subject matter, insofar as students who were preparing
to go ahead and do graduate work in either field was concerDed,
this seemed to be a fairly desirable combination . Perhaps
Hube has some other corru.ent .
ALEXANDER One of our considerations was that we
could work closel~ with the comb~ned majors of the departments . The major function is the contrlbut.:.011 in deve opl g
with the people in other areas the implications that have
underlying princip es and in view of this underlying philosophy, I have pursued any opportunity that has arisen for developing this type of program . It so happens that it was favorable in this case because the Economics De.t-1artment ,as wl ling
to cooperate and I was anxious to do so.
MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT I don't know how many de artments
there are in the College of Arts and Sciences . This wou d, of
course, r1ake the catalogue we have right now twice as thick as
it is . I wonder why the major-minor combination isn't good
enough .
A~EXANDER The major-minor cor:1blnc3;t .:.on simp y gives
us a different balance and ,.. another reason; a1so that, in
this type of major, th~ courses can be 1 ore tart·cu 1 arly
scrutinized so that they are better worked and integrated
into a combined program . Also, I might add that I don't feel
that it is the prerogative of Philosophy to do this kind of
job . I think we have a particular obligation of this kind . I
think it makes more sense to have a combined major in Philosophy, and I would also add, Mathematics .
OPEJOY Any other observations on the question?
Are you ready to vote? All in favor indicate b' saying "Aye •"
(Me1bership responds . ) Op_osed? ( No response . ) Carrled .
TROWBRIDGE The next-to-the-last item on the agenda
in the material that was given to you summarizes the background for the motion I wish to make on the degree program,
a Bachelor of Sclence in Medical Techno~ogy . I think the
Faculty will recall that this program, Medical Technology, was

Continuance
of B. S .
Program i n
Medical
Technology
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set up several years ago at a time when the clinical or technical part of the program, constituting 16 of the 124 hours required, was done under the sponsorship of Love ace Clinic and
Bataan Hospital . At a later time, the University was notified
that that program would not be continued. The . . e were a num er
of students partly through the program, and to }rovide for
them, a revision was made to the effect that the -echnical part
of the program could be done at any hospital, provided such
training was approved by the American Society of Clinical Pathologists . Nationa1 tests given by this SocietyJ;ra, taken by
people who follow that kind, follow that curricu1u1.1 all over
the country and standardized courses have been set . It was accepted, then, last year by our Universitf Faculty and the General Faculty . It was recorrunended that we change the program to
make it i ossible for those then currently enrol ed in it to
comp~ete~even though we no onger have the facilities under our
direct supervision. The two paragraphs quoted here at the eginning, are those which were approved by the Universlty Faculty last June .
Below the middle of the page, yo~ will see a furt er
point . 11 The revised sta-cement was approved with the following
qualification:
--- that it be applicab1e o~ly to those students who have clearly oeen fo1 ... owing the curriculum in Medical
Technology and who wi:l have co,~ eted by Se tern er 1 5, 196
at 1-east 59 hours towards the degree; and that the question of
contin~ance or discontinuance of the degree be referred to the
Curricu La c omrni ttee ear . . . y ,1 ext fall in accordanc.e with the erms
of the Facu.1ty ? o.:;__icy on off-campus instruction adopted on
Apri.,_ 24, 1956 . 11
Following this action of the Faculty, or pursuant
to that action of the Faculty, the Curricula Comm ttee did
consider these questions of continua>1.ce or discontinuance in
the light of Faculty policy and recommended the degree as described in these first two paragraphs e now co tinued without
1 inutation
· ·
to the student now enrol~ed in the rogram . I n
other words, we wi~l keep the program in being and new students Will be admitted . This is the recommendation of the
Curricu a Committee and that was conveyed to the College Fac~lty, and on November 21st, 1961, the Faculty of the College
PProved the Curricula Committee's recommendation and I now
move it be approved by the General FacultJ .

;2/ 2/61
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-the-1-'ROFESSOR RIEBSOMER Second . I\. I wvu .... d ... ike to know
what~reasoning of the Curriculum Committee was i approving
this . rhat is, do they find this to be a proposa that meets
ali the specifications of the po:icy adopted y this Faculty
for off-ca~pus instruction, or do they concede this to be an
exception; and if so, what is the justification for 1aking an
exce tion to an old University policy passed y this Faculty;
and, does it intend to set a precedent for an off-cam us progr a1r and, therefore, abrogate the Potlcy Comm:t ee com lete y
or is it to stand except for this exception?

The Faculty set up a certain olicy which
said off-campus instruction was to be under the jurisdiction
of the University Faculty, specifica y the Curricuia Committee, particularly ln regard to the .eop e w10 taught the
courses . I don't know whether that po icy forbids it or not .
This was the basis for my first question; do you find it to
comp..:.y or not?
RIEBSOMER Yes, I think it doe s. rhi~ is not too
unlike what we do in medical schools . I think the Curricula
Committee considers it in this same 1ight . I do not regard it
as an exception . I don ' t think the Committee does .
As you well know , this program was conceived
in a·storm of debate and misunderstanding . It has involved
only a very few students . I indicated to this Facu ty a week
ago, a few weeks ago, that it had a uilt-in self-destruction
clause ecause it was a ready too conservative . As a matter
of fact, I found it difficult to understand why any st dents
who were taking this program the way we have it set up eca se
eventua ly he has to complete his B.S . degree on cam us . rhat
is clearly specified in the course . There are ,any other programs wnich I think we might se~ect . I think we ' re aking a
tremendous fuss a out very little .
his program, as ow conceived, would allow these peo .i.e to go 0'1.
to approved hos ita1s , where they ooviously have a res ec,~blerogram, referabiy
to schools such as the Univers.1.v of Colorado,
Where the program is associated with a med·cal rogram . This
does not -- however, I mean, this statement does not ins st
that this be tne c ase . I will grant you that no one can prove
that every approved hospital might do precise1y what we are
hoping to have done but if you wil note, we say these peop e
must pass the sta1d;rd examination a proved by the American
u

.,.2/.,_ 2/61
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Society of Clinica ?atho ogists . This means they can be certified as medical technologists . As far as I am concerned,
that is good enough for me . Again, I don't know why anyone
would take it, very few have, and very few are now actual~y
involved in lt .
I don't know whether I have answered the question
you have implied or not .
Hv8E'2._

I didn't direct my remarks at all to the
medical technology rogram as such, the substance of the
medica technology rogra, the rigors of the program, or
the qualifications of the hospitals involved or the national
tes t standards . The question was directed strict~y, excl slveY, to whether or not it does meet the policy which this Fae
~lty adopted as a general po~icy or not . If it doesn't, that
doesn ' t r~an that it ought not to be a proved of necessity ut
rather, if it is ap roved and it is an exception to old Univer s ity policy, this oodJ sho~ d be aware of the fact that lt
makes an exception and it shouJ.d be so stated so that it does
not offer a wedge to debate any otherwise, ~erha s, sound
policy in the future with other programs of a ~ike variety,
but, perhaps, without the safeguard this o,e has . I have no
knowledge of the substance of this particular 1rogram or do
I wi s h to di r ect my remarks in that direction . I direct my
r emarks strictly to the question if it's an exception, should
we not say so and ought not it tone considered a recedent
Which woul d override a previously-laid-down policy oy the
Faculty . That ' s the only point I am making .
1HlU9901ffla.

R 1£ 1'3SofYIE~

Whethe r or not it is an exception, I
I can
suppose, is probably a matt e r of judgment . About a
say to satis fy your que s tion, Mr . Huber, is that it is our
judgment that it is not an exception . I must admit, at the
same time, that I cannot a soJ.utely prove it because it ' s a
matter of j udgment . In my judgment, it i s not .
!HBl!B

TROWBRIDGE I think the s pecific question Mr . Huber
raised is the responsibility of the Curricula Committee . I
might just state that the reasoning of the Co~ ege Advisory
Committee which also considered this before it was submitted
to the wh~ e College Faculty , was oased on our feeling.that
thi s was in substance a very sound program . If the point
about off carps instruction could be accepted on the recom-

'

.
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mendations of the Curricula Committee, it seems to us that it
ought to be kept in being . It will be small, but there is a
certain amo nt of demand for it and perhaps, as our own medica~ schoo deve ops, we may wish to make changes in it . Dean
Fitz was present at t e Coliege Facu ty meeting. I don't want
to speak for him, but I may say that he wished it to be kept
in being; but, of co~rse, subject to possible revision afterwards.
REEVE It seems strange to me that we can't get an
answer as to whether or ot this does not jibe with the general Facu ty policy .
RI.EBSOMER I think we have answered, that it's a
matter of judgment. In my judgment it is in accordance with
the principles laid down y the olicy Committee .
REEVE

In our judgment, our committee, our coJ. ege,

or what?
RIEBSOMER The Curricula Committee .
sir, for the Curricu .a Committee .
ing II 111 '
Carried.

I am speaking,

~OPEJOY All in favor of the motion indicate by say(Me1bershi responds.) Opposed? (No response . )

Item Number 9, ~roposal for a major in Recreation
leading to a Masver of Arts degree .
NORTHROP Mr . Chairman, we find this pro osal on the
last page of the mimeographed mat erial. The proposal came
originally from the Department of Heath, Physical Education,
and Recreation . rt was approved y the Faculty of the College
of Education by the CurricuJa Committee, and finally, oy the
Graduate Cammi ttee . After I for, tal.J..y make the motJ.on to approve and aft er it is seconded, you might direct questions to
Dr . Seidler .
Mr . Chairman, I move approval of this proposal .
A
ADAMS U der prerequisite, at least 50 hours in the
rts and Sciences area including Fine Arts; what is the meanof that requirement?

Major in
Recreation
Leading to
M.A.
Degree
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SEIDLER There is an error in our typing . The requirement under Fine Arts should be listed separate~y. In
other words, it should read 50 semester hours in the Arts and
Sciences area including (a) and (c) and then another requirement of ~2 hours at Fine Arts, which would be anything in the
College of Fine Arts.
PROFESSOR TATSCHL
SEIDLER
TATSCHL
requirement?

That wou d mean 62 hours total.

Yes.
What would be the function of the Fine Arts

SEID~ER An individual in the Arts and Crafts, Da~ce,
Music Ap reciation, Recreational ctivities, can, in the under graduate curriculum in Recreation, take two courses taught ln
the Co llege of Fine Arts, the Department of Music, cal l ed Recreational Music, Music Appreciation, Painting, Danc e, and so
on; so, any of the courses which would have to do with these
activities would oe taken in the Col~ege of Fine Arts .
TATSCHL
recreation?
SEIDLER

You are looking at Fine Arts as a matter of
That's right .

TATSCHL The College of Fine Arts does not look at
Fine Arts as a form of recreation .
SEIDLER I think in such courses like Recreation,
Which has been done as a Recreationai major . If I may pursue
this a oment, in the College of Fine Arts, there are many
people to whom Music is just a form of recreation . I have a
hi-fi . I listen to music as recreation .
I don't know if we are in conflict or not here .
TATSCHL

We are .

ADAMS I think that the question here might arise as
to would you wish to limit these courses in the Col l ege of Fine
Arts . That was the purpose of my original question, bu t it
Would seem that from the contents of this, the major question
ossibly that these are some of the courses which are taught oy
the De artment of Art, Education, and Music Education and which
might be more appropriate y shown under the courses taught with -
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in the De artment of Music . I am a~so wondering whether or
not you meant to exclude the Arts which are taught in the College of Arts & Sciences, principa ly Literature, whlch wou d
not be mentioned at all if you specified these courses in the
College of Flne Arts .
SEIDLER We required 50 hours in the Arts & Sciences
area and we specifical y wanted these students to have strong
pr eparation in Sociology and Government. Twenty of these
hours should be in that area . We wanted nine hours in sychology, which would leave, you see, 2l hours , which the student could elect Literature or anything else in the College .
Now, the other question had to do with taking courses in
ei t her Education or Music Education and I'm afra•d, D-an Adams-when we p~anned this we were considering tnese courses as Fine
Arts courses .
ADAMS That may be, but they're offered by the College of Education .
SEIDLER
your Faculty .

The people who teach them are members of

ADAMS Not in every case.
Education Faculty .

Mr . Masley is on the Art

TROWBRIDGE Mr . Chairman, I think for clarity of the
record it would be advisab.1e if Mr . Seidler would propose a
forma.1 amendment of his prerequisite, because it's quite ambiguous . His saying 12 hours ln Fine Arts -- you recognize
that would be outside the co~lege of Arts & Sciences a~d that
would mean a total of 62 hours . I am not quite sure gou eant
that . I think you should make clear just what you do mean .
The oig ambiguity, I suppose, is in that word "area 11 in the
Ar t s & Sciences area . I think those requirements had better be
def:ned in terms of the college that is over them and then we
Wi 1 be clear; otherwis e, I think we are going to have a very
mixed-up record here .
SEIDLER

Is an amendment in order at this point?

POlEJOY

Yes .
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SEIDLER I suggest Item 2 (b) consists of 12 hours of
work taken in either the Col:ege of Fine Arts or Fine Arts
courses in the College of Education .
POPEJOY

Outside the 50 hours?

SEIDLER -Outside the 50 hours .
POPEJOY

In Arts & Sciences?

+n,·s
SEIDLER Yes, sir . We do not consider.,,.. Lroliferation.
Two years ago we proposed a Bachelor of Arts degree in Recreation and the question was asked at that time -- l don't know
who asked it any more -- about giving a BachelJr5 degree in
Physical Education . These two fields are two se arate and
distinct fields . The Departr~nt iists these two dlscipllnes,
Health, Physica Education and Recreation . The reason we
asked for the Bachelor program in Recreation was the intent of
the individual to follow this program . This program is considerably different than that of the person following the PhJ
sical Education program . The person aspiring to a Bachel),'s
degree in Physical Education µlans to be a t~acher of Phys·ca
Education in a public school system . The Recreation erson is
not intending to be a teacher . This program can be directed
in many d~_rections . I mean, you can advise these eop ... e.
1

PROFESSOR TEDLOCK I don't understand why, in the
first place -- l don't understand the magic of the differentiation in the terms Area of Activity, Physical Education and
Recreation . I don't understand why, within the old degree,
you can ' t take a student interested in Recreation and recommend
him to a public school in that area .
SEIDLER This is aimed at granting a teacher's certificate in any state in the Union . For the person who wa ts
to be a Recreation director who does not take these 24 hours,
he is not certified as a teacher . As a matter of fact, he can
not get employment as a teacher in the pu lie schools . Certainly, the nature of his position is not that of a teacher .
As a mat er of fact, the preparation is not aimed ln this direction . We have hired coaches and physical educators in the
summertime as recreation directors . We have fou d that, in
most cases these people do not u 1 derstand what recreation was.
Consequently,
'
•
we have developed somewhat of a stereotype in
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the minds of eo ~e who run these rograms so that we don't
want coaches and physical educators who are tralned for sometning else, who are dedicated to sor.ething else. This is a
full-time position when he graduates . An Lndividual, regardl ess of his prepar~tion, if he has a degree, he carries a
stigma and has difficu ty in getting .a position ln u lie education. What we are ask:i.r.g for now -- we are not asking for
any new courses, merely to cail a spade as ade; let's cal
them what they really are, peopie with a Master's degree in
Recreation.
DEAN TRAVELSTEAD

Second the motion .

O~EJOY Would it be satisfactory for you to have
the motion amendment read that Number 2 wou~d eat east 50
hours in the Arts & Sciences area including (A) and (C); and
then, Point 3 -- Flne Arts, whatever you had to say a out
that, wou d be point 3.
SEIDLER

Twelve hours.

MR. MACGREGOR

For a total of 62 hours.

NORTHROP The Graduate Committee did not consider
the prerequisite for this ~roposa~ . We sim ly put the requirement in and when we were preparing this mimeographed
sheet we asked the Coilege of Educat~on to put in something
about the prerequisite, but this was an integral art.
SEIDLER Mr. Chairman, the original roposa
f the
major in Recreation, ~eading to a Master of Arts degree
after this program was ~assed by the Graduate Committee, Dean
Northrop, through Dean Travelstead, asked me to repare a page
ike this which, if approved by the FacuLty, would ap ear in
the catalogue. This is what this material is now, so this
obviously we never presented to the Graduate Committee.
PROFESSOR PAPCSY The intent was merely to make t e
Prerequisite consistenc with the degree. We felt that these
Prerequisites were important in making our undergraduate degree and they shou d be the prerequisites for a degree at the
Masters level.

t=
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POPEJOY

The 12 hours?

MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT Mr . Chairman, it seems to me we
have so many degrees now that to approve this one -- I don't
quite see the intent of this degree. Now, you are gi vlng us
a new Recreation program . I q~estion the value of that degree.
SEIDLER I would like to point out that th s i s no t
the first institution in America which has ndertake n t h i s
step .
MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT
ical Education .

You are giving us a PhD in Phys -

SEIDLER I wou l d like to point out that it seems t o
us one of the functions of a great University is to mee t
rather basic needs of society . One of the things e are very
much concerned about i n America today is the impact of our
growing leisure time . I think there is no professiona area
in America today which has a greater growth, w.1ich projects a
greater growth in the future than this who e area of Recreation . What we are trying to do in this department is to pro vide some leadership in the Southwest in this part icu lar d rection . We put in a Bachelor s degree ln Recreat i on two years
ago . We have over 40 men and women in this curricul um. We
have five or six people in our graduate program who aspire to
a Maste rf degree in Recreation and we have had correspondence •
from students who have heard about the possibi l ity of a MastL~~
degree program in Recreation who are very interested in th s.
We feel that we would be meeting a basic need if we were to
get this program approved .
TRAVELSTEAD The wordin g on this page did not ori ginate in your department as it exists now . As a atter of
fact , this confusion about the Fine Arts and Arts & sc·ences
took place between Dean Dabney and myself . He cal l ed and asked
What the intent of these hours was and we realized we were
talking about general education, liberal educat·on, the th ngs
sua11y offered in the Col ~ege of Arts . Dean Dabney and I
talked about how best to descri e this intent . I think we
came up wi t h soraething which I wanted to say ln fairness t o
the People that originated this question . As a matter of
~act, 62 hours ls new to me . All the t ime I had been s e akng about 50 hours .

•
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Were you thinking of 62 hours all the time?
SEIDLER I was thinking of 62 hours all the time,
which we think necessary for the BacheloJs degree requirement
at this time .
TRAVELSTEAD I think that has lead to the confus on.
We ought to call on the question of the amendment, itself, Mr.
Chairman
POPEJOY Call for a question on the amendment . I
the amendment is passed it will be a part of the totai mot on,
as I understand it. If it fails, it reverts to the statement
that you have here in front of you .
REEVE As I understand it, now, the Dean of the Colege of Education and the Chairman of the De artment of Recreation did not understand one another and the Dean of the
Graduate School introduced this but the Graduate Co mittee had
not passed on it. It seems tone it ought to revert back to
the proposers and come through the Gr
ate Committee and approved . There is a motion in the par~iamentary rules that
covers that . I will be happy to ake that .
PAFCSY This proposal was made and presented to the
various groups that had to approve it, starting wlth our Department, then the College, then the Currlc~la Committee and
then the Graduate Committee . In each instance it was ap~roJed
on the basis of a n.ajor in Recreation eading to a Master5 degree . At the time that this paper was to be prepared, there
was a short period of time and the Dean of the Graduate Schoo
called a number of us , myself in particular, and said that it
would be advisable that you list the prerequisites necessary
for this program . If there is some confusion, it is only confusing because there is a misinterpretation of the words Arts
& Sciences area .
Arts & Sciences area was a term that was
Worked out with Dean Northro by myself in order not to say
Arts & Sciences College, in order not to confuse peo le, so
that People might be forced to take courses in articular co
eges . It was Dean Northrop's point that we should not l imit
Peo le to the areas in which they can take certain co rses, ut
Dean Travelstead pointed out that it was not necessary to take
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the courses in the College of Fine Arts . That's the reason
the word rts & Sciences area was put in this particular 1 otion . I feel that out of necessity we were asked to quickly
prepare this material . I don't feel that we should handicap
ourselves because so little time was left .
RIEBSOMER I quite understand . I did not understand
the points under 1 and 2 and now, on Point Number 3, that has
only to do with those things which the De artment of Education
will look to see if the student has before he can start on a
Maste ~ degree. I must say I think that what is indicated here
is a strengthening, very definitely a strengthening of the
question stated to the Curricula Committee . What we are really
concerned with here and the only thing we are co~cerned with
here is whether or not we wish to have a Maste ~ e ~ in Recreation . loa0i~~ ;9 wediocrity. I think it is unnecessarily
and unreasonably time consuming to reroute this back through
all these committees.
>

PAPCSY We are asktpg for a new degree, a Mastersdegree in Recreation . We ar ~ asking for an addition in the
catalogue, merely the granting of a Masters degree in an area
Which has been granting Master.l degrees . We have Masters, degrees in Health and Physical Education and we feel that for
this reason we would like these people to get the ap ropriate
degree .
POPEJOY I want to be sure I articulated the amendment motion properly . That's all .
SEIDLER My motion was to change Item 2 (o), to delete 2 (b), from Section 2 and to make a new Section 3 which
would say Fine Arts 12 hours .
POPEJOY on the basis of the re-statement, is there
a second to the motion?
MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT

Second the amendment on the mo-

tion .
POPEJOY All in favor of the amendment :ndicate by
saying "Aye ." (Membership responds. ) Opposed? ( No response· )
TEDLOCK

I am not arguing here.

I was as awake as

"2
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anyone else. This is a Maste s degree in Vocational Education.
It seems to me you can design degree after degree in terres of
public need. I don't know what the variety of public need
happens to be right now. You could design a dozen of these
degrees in terms of public need, in terms of the University's
meeting these needs. We have what we call a Community College with a Recreational course . If the public wants recreation , they can take these courses . I think there is no end
to this; it can go on and on and on . I very strongly object.
SEIDLER This program is not designed to meet the
recreational needs of the people in this community . We do
offer courses, we are talking about the training of professional persons. This is a professional training program on
the Master's level . It has nothing to do with meeting the
recreational needs of some members of this University community .
REIBSOMER There is attached to the proposal a
statement from a person -- I don't remember their name -someone connected with an industrial concern, which states
that it is the pattern of industrial concerns to employ recreational directors in certain intramural sports . This ls
a perfectly common pattern which is developing in industries
in this community . I know this to be quite true . For example , with Phillips Petroleum Company in their headquarters
in Bartlesville . I could name many other industrial chemical
concerns which are following this pattern . From my understanding of the Physical Education Department, in which they
Wish to train people who will be chosen by these industrial
concerns, not necessarily industrial but very commonly who
Will be a member of this industrial community and will conduct
intramural sports who will possibly conduct many other things
of a recreationa1 1 nature . So far as arguing that this is a
vocational degree that is perfectly true . I think this is
the first thing t~ adndt . It is clearly a vocational degree.
In dentistry, we allow people to go three years to Undergraduate School, take their dental degree in the drill ng of teeth.
There isenothi~~ocational~
that . I don't know why the
Faculty should w~rry about;- degree which ls vocational in
character . Now, that's enough .
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MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT I think the crux of the matter
lies in the fact that this gentleman who is going to have the
degree is going to teach these people and many others sports,
and it's just the ~6int that some can teach sports but not
appreciation of music.
He hasn 't got a good education in
music, hand painti , finger painting, or anything else he
can do. He dabbles along. This is mediocrity . It's going
through the country. It is not the University's place to
further mediocrity~but to heighten the gentleman's level of
understanding, which it is not going to do if they help
people to row boats.
SEIDLER I don't know about that. We are spending
almost two-thirds of a million dollars a year on public recreation. Somebody is supposed to be directing expenditure
of this money for the purpose of providing recreation services for the taxpayers of this community. We are spending
right now slightly over one million dollars a year of cigarette tax money specially earmarked by the Legislature for
recreational purposes in this state. We badly need professionally trained people who can give us our money's worth in
the type of program which the public feels they need and that
they want and we think they are not getting .
Now, we w~uld like to train people who would direct
Programs and .,a, hire arts and crafts people, and hire dance
directors and hire music appreciation people and other group
leaders, row boat instructors and sports instructors, people
Who would direct programs like this. There are some professionally trained people in the United States today who are
drawing salaries in excess of $25,000 for directing a stateWide program which is in the public interest. The growth of
institutional recreation is very important today. There are
hospital therapists in many of the large hospitals, including several in this city. They hire professional recreation
therapists who do medical therapy under the prescription of a
doctor in the area of recreation and one of the thoughts we
are interested in is the training of these people. There is
a real shortage in terms of professionally trained people in
this field and we would like to have a source of professionally
trained people and teachers in a curricul~ like this. An~~her thing that we are very much concerned about is the direcion of the recreational facilities in state and national parks .
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TEDLOCK

What do forest rangers do?

SEIDLER They are forever requesting trained people
in recreation as directors in their programs.
POPEJOY

I think we've had enough debate.

All in favor of the motion as amended indicate by
saying "Aye. "(Membership responds.) Opposed?
MEMBER
POPEJOY
should count.

No.
The Chair is not in doubt, but I think we

All in favor of the motion, please raise your hand.
MR. DURRIE
POPEJOY

Fifty-one .

All opposed? The ayes obviously have it.

One other item on the agenda which does not show on
the written sheet. Dr. Hill, if you would.
HILL I would like to present a Memorial Minute to
the General Faculty.
"Leslie Spier, Professor Emeritus of Anthropology,
died at his home in Santa Cruz, California, on December 3,
l961, at the age of 67.
"When Dr. Spier came to the University of New Mexico in 1939, he was already a recognized t olar in this
country and abroad. He started his professional research
as a staff member of the American Museum of Natural History
in 1916. His career in teaching spanned the years from 1920
to 1955 and included appointments at the Universities of
~klahoma, Washington, and Yale, as well as this University.
t various times he was invited to the Universities of California, Chicago, and Harvard as visiting professor.
"Throughout Dr. Spier's extensive investigations
among North American Indian tribes, his interest was centered
upon problems of culture history and culture dynamics. His

Memorial
Minute for
Professor
Spier
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early field work was devoted to archaeological research in
New Jersey and in the Southwest at Zuni Pueblo. Subsequently, he engaged in ethnological studies of numerous Indian
groups in North America, including the Havasupai, Maricopa,
and Mohave of the Southwest, and the Wishram and Klamath
of the Northwest. 'His research on these and other Indian
groups resulted in numerous publications, several of which
are recognized as anthropological classics.
"Not only was he a productive scholar; he also devoted his considerable energies to the organization of
teaching programs and publication outlets. Both the undergraduate and graduate programs in anthropology at the
Universities of Washington and Oklahoma were instituted by
Dr. Spier. He was instrumental in initiating important
publication series · at the University of Washington, Yale
University, and the Southwest Museum in Los Angeles. These
have continued to be valuable media for the dissemination
of anthropological research.
"Dr. Spier influenced the discipline of Anthropology on a national and international scale. From 1934 to
1938 he was editor of the American Anthropologist and in
1942 became President of the American Anthropological Association. At the University of New Mexico, where he taught
from 1939 to 1955, he continued to stimulate students and
colleagues with his uncompromising standards of scholarship
and his breadth of knowledge. When the late President
Zimmerman decided in 1945 to expand the University's publication program by instituting the Southwestern Journal of
Anthropology, it was fortunate that he could call upon a
man of Leslie Spier's reputation and experience. Under his
editorship the Journal has achieved recognition throughout
the world as a major professional source and has brought
Prestige to the University. During his faculty service here,
Dr. Spier was elected to membership in the National Academy
of Sciences, the American Philosophical Society, and the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences. After his retirement
from teaching, he continued to edit the Southwestern Journal
of Anthropology, and additional honors came to him. In 1960,
he was awarded the Viking Medal for outstanding contributions
in general anthropology and was elected an honorary fellow
of the Royal Anthropolo~ical Institute of Great Britain and
Ireland.
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"The death of Leslie Spier deprives anthropology
of one of the last representatives of the Franz Boas tradition , which combined a meticulous attention to detail
with a breadth of scientific curiosity . In his research
Dr . Spier ventured boldly into the various branches of
anthropology -- archaeology, ethnology, linguistics -branches which have become more and more specialized . His
death also deprives the University of one of its genuinely
great scholars . Those who knew him will feel the personal
loss of a deeply respected friend and mentor . "
I move that this be adopted by the Faculty and
the secretary be instructed to send a copy to Mrs. Spier.
MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT

Second .

POPEJOY All in favor of the motion indicate by
saying "Aye ." (Membership responds.) Opposed? (No response . )
Is there other new business?
JORRIN
adj ourn .

Move to adjourn .

POPEJOY Professor Jorrin has made a motion to
Will somebody else make the second to adjourn?
MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT

J

Second .
~:+of _,,,.,_

Meeting adjourned~

* * * *
Respectfully submitted,

J ohn N. ourrie,
secretary of the Faculty
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PROPOSED REVISION OF THE CURRICULUM IN ARCHITECTURE

A major change in the Architecture curriculum is proposed .

All studio
courses will be eliminated from the freshman year, their place being
taken by two courses in architecture and art appreciation and by general
electives in social sciences and humanities. The purpose of this change
is to provide a structure in which all architecture students will have
had one year of college work before entering the professional courses,
thus gaining the following benefits :

1. Weak students will be screened out during the freshman
year .
2.

A greater flexibility of programming will exist during
the freshman year .

3.

Students entering the professional courses in the sophomore year will have greater maturity and a better preprofessional background .

These changes have been discussed with Mr . Huber who fully supports them.
They have been approved by the faculty of the College of Fine Arts and
by the Graduate Committee and have been reviewed by the Curricula
Committee .

6
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4, 1961

PROPOSAL FOR A MINOR IN DANCE IN THE DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC

The Department of Music proposes to add a new listing of a minor in
Dance .

This reflects the recent transfer of advanced courses in

Dance from the College of Education to the Department of Music .

No

new courses in Dance are proposed; the minor is made up entirely of
existing courses.

This matter has been approved by the College of Fine Arts and has been
submitted to the Curricula Committee for its consideration.

PROPOSED REVISION OF MAJOR IN RUSSIAN STUDIES
Present:

MAJOR STUDY

FOREIGN LANGUAGE, 22 hours
Russian 1, 2, 51, 91, 92, 1970
ECONOMICS, GEOGRAPHY, & GOVERNMENT, 21 hours

Economics 51, 52, 190;
Geography 2 , 133;
Government 157 , 162.
HISTORY, 15 hours
History 1, 2, 147, 148, 149.

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS, 12 hours
to be selected from the following in consul ta t i on with adviser:
Economics 154, 159;
Government 141 142 161·
'
'
'
History 145 , 146
' 151·,
Russian 138 ·>
Sociology 55, 140, 195.
froposed:

MAJOR STUDY

FOREIGN LANGUAGE, 22 hours
Russian 1, 2, 51, 52, 91, 92, 197D.

ECONOMICS, GEOGRAPHY, & GOVERNMENT, 11 hours.
Economics 51 190·
Geography 133;
'
Government 15 7.
HISTORY, 15 hours
History 1, 2, 147, 148, 149.

ADDITIONAL REQUIREHENTS, 12 hours
·
to be selected from the following in consul tat ion with adv i ser :
Economics 154 159 .
History 145, 146 ;
~ography 2 i31· '
Russian 138 ;
Government~ i42 161 162 · Sociology 55 • 140 , 195 ·
Fl\EE ELECTIVESC 4o ho~rs

53
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PROPOSED ADDITION OF COMBINED HAJOR IN ECONOHICS
AND PHILOSOPHY

Proposed:

MAJOR STUDY

Students completing an Economics-Philosophy major are not
required to have a minor. The minimum requirement is 45 hours,
including: Economics 51, 52, 111 or 186, 154, 159, 160 and
three hours to be selected from 141, 143, 144, 152, 180, or
181; Philosophy 51 or 53, 45 or 55, 56, 141, 142, 132 or 185
and three additional hours above 100; and Economics-Philosophy
195.
New Course:

*195. Philo sop~ical Foundations of Economic Theory.(3)Evans,
Hamiltot"l .
Philosophical backgrounds of classical and nee- classical,
socialist and communist, and institutionalist economics.
Effective:

Semester I, 1962-63, Permanently.

December 4, 1961

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
JI

.. :

The following revised statement was approved by the University faculty on
June 5, 1961 as a substitute for the corresponding passuge on page 116, 1961 -62
catalog:

The degree of B~chelor of Science in Medical Technulogy may be
obtained by following the curriculum prescribed below and by presenting to the Registrar of the University of New Mexico proper
certification by the American Society of Clinical Pathologists as
a medical technologist. Certification as a medical technologist
requires completion of a 12-month medical technology training program in an approved hospital and the passing of a standardized
examination .
5ixteen (16) hours of credit towards the B.S . degree in medical
technology are normally allowed by the College of Arts and Sciences
for the one-year hospital program followed by certification . The
purely academic program includes a minimum of 1o8 academic hours,
of which at least 45 shall be earned while t he student is in residence on the campus of the University of New Mexico .
(NorE: The only substantive changes were the substitution of the phrase "an
approved hospital" for II an approved hospital in Bernalillo County, New Mexico"
and the requirement of certification by th~ American Society of Clinical Path 010 gists,
.
based upon completion of a 12-month medical technology program and the
passing of a standardized examination.)

The revised
·
statement was approved with the following qualification:
· • • that it be applicable only to those students who have clearly
been following the curriculum in Medical Technol ogy and who will
have completed by September 1 5, 1961, at least 59 hours_towards the
degree; and that the question of continuance or discontinuance_ of the
degree be referred to the Curricula Committee early next f al l i n
accordance with the terms of the Faculty policy on off-campus instruction adopted on April 24, 1956.
On
b
·
w· Novemer
15, 1961 the Curricula Committee recommended cont inuance
lthout limitation to students currently following the curriculum.

Of

the degree

The Committ ,
f ult
f the College of Arts
and S
ee s recommendation was approved by the ac
Yo
ciences on November 21, 1961 .

PROPOSAL FOR A MAJOR IN RECREATION
LEADING TO A MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE

Prerequisite:
1.

An undergraduate degree in Recreation; or an
undergraduate degree in Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation, subject to evaluation by the Department.

2.

At least 50 hours (semester) in the Arts and Sciences
area including:
a. Social Science (including Sociology and
Government)
b. Fine Arts
12 hrs.
~ hrs.
c. Psychology -

20 hrs.

Requirements for the degree in addition to those stated in
the Bulletin:
1.

Plan I. Students must take at least 9 hours in
200-level Physical Education (Recreation) courses•
exclusive of the thesis.

2·

Plan II. Students must take at least 12 hours in
200-level Physical Education (Recreation) courses!

3.

Students under either plan are required to take
Physical Education 207, 216, and 224.

*~~t more than 4 hours may be taken in Physical Education
1
under either Plan.

